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Abstract
Problem: The manufacturing of printed circuit board (PCB) has been popularly developed, which demands quality and
being effective in increasing customers’ satisfaction, decreasing costs, reducing defects and profitable warranty.
However, practical experiences in the process of using statistic quality method – to be particularly significant in the
manufacturing of PCB have shown over 60% of all circuit failures relating to the printing process which is the most
critical step in PCB manufacturing.
Approach: The aims of this research are to apply the Six-Sigma DMAIC to reduce the defects and improve the quality
of PCB. At the beginning steps, process capability analysis (PCA) is employed to inspect and analyze the current
printing operations. Afterwards, Taguchi method is applied to design experiments, analyze the significant factors and
determine the optimum settings.
Results: Taguchi is the core statistical tools for Six Sigma improvement and attaining a higher Six Sigma level, so by
applying the optimal settings, the printing process can also be improved.
Keywords: quality, Six-Sigma improvement, DMAIC, Taguchi method
1. Introduction
Industries are continuously facing extreme competition and the challenge of meeting increasing demands for higher
quality products at economic costs (Nguyen & Tran, 2015). The success of an organization is directly related to how
effective its implementation of continuous improvement is. Six-Sigma is an all-round and flexible system which can be
used to obtain, maintain, and expand the success of a corporation. Its quality standard refers to a probability limitation
of 3.4 errors out of a million operations during the manufacturing process (Harry & Schroeder, 2000; Nguyen et al.,
2015). For many manufacturing system, the Six-Sigma approach is an important continuous improvement
methodology, which integrates with a business strategy based on execution of management by objectives, and effective
project management with Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, and Control (DMAIC) technique which is critical to
attain excellent business performance.
A Six Sigma is a structured and disciplined process, focused on delivering perfect product or service to the customer on
a consistent basis. Six sigma programs have performance metrics and measurements based on cost, quality, and
schedules. This method implementation uses a systematic procedure including the five-step DMAIC (Define, Measure,
Analyze, Improve, and Control) methodology. The performing at six Sigma level means producing only 3.4 defects out
of every million opportunities for a business process. There has been a significant increase and development of six
sigma technology and methodology in organizations. Especially in the last decade, as a change and improvement
strategy, Six Sigma has received considerable attention in global companies in generating maximum business benefit
and competitive advantage. DMAIC is a closed-loop process that eliminates unproductive steps, focuses on new
measurements, and applies technology for continuous improvement.
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Table 1. Six
x sigma levels and defects peer million oppo
ortunities
Siigma level
1
2
3
4
5

DPMO
691,462
308,538
66,807
6,210
233

Perccent defective
69%
31%
6.7%
0.62%
0.023%

Peercentage yielld
31%
69%
93.3%
99.38%
99.977%

6

3.4

00.00034%

99.99966%

Table 2. Keey steps of six sigma using DMAIC
D
processs
Six Sigma steps
Defin
ne

Meassure
Anallyze
Imprrove
Conttrol

Key pro
ocesses
-Define the
t requiremen
nts and expectaations of the cuustomer
-Define the
t project bou
undaries
-Define the
t process by mapping the bbusiness flow
-Measuree the process to
o satisfy custom
mer’s needs
-Develop
p a data collecttion plan
-Collect and compare data
d to determin
ine issues and sshortfalls
-Analyzee the causes off defects and soources of variattion
-Determiine the variatio
ons in the proceess
-Improvee the process to
o eliminate varriations
-Develop
p creative alterrnatives and im
mplement enhannced plan
-Control process variattions to meet cuustomer requirrements
-Develop
p a strategy to monitor
m
and coontrol the imprroved
process
- Implem
ment the improv
vements of sysstems and strucctures

c
board, or PCB, is a sellf-contained mo
odule of intercconnected electtronic componeents found in ddevices
A printed circuit
ranging fro
om common beeepers, or pageers, and radioss to sophisticatted radar and ccomputer systeems. The circuuits are
formed by a thin layer off conducting maaterial depositeed, or "printed,," on the surfacce of a nonconductive board kknown
as the subsstrate. Individu
ual electronic components are
a placed on the surface off the substrate and soldered to the
interconneccting circuits. Contact
C
fingerss along one or more
m edges of tthe substrate acct as connectorrs to other PCB
Bs or to
external eleectrical devicees such as on-o
off switches. A printed circuuit board may hhave circuits tthat perform a single
function, su
uch as a signal amplifier, or multiple
m
functio
ons.

Figure 1. A layout of a typ
pical circuit boaard on the desiign step
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Figure 2. An example
e
of circcuit board
ucted to manuffacture multi-laayer PCBs usinng Surface mouunt technologyy (SMT), SMT is used
This case study was condu
y in the electron
nics industry. Surface-mount
S
ted componentts are often smaaller than theirr leaded counteerparts,
extensively
and potentiially more reliiable products can be design
ned and manufa
factured using SMT. Solder ppaste stencil pprinting
process is a very critical step in the surrface-mount maanufacturing pprocess. Experiience has show
wn that typicallly over
60% of all soldering defects are due to problems
p
assocciated with the printing proceess. Therefore, the operation aand the
setup of th
he printing proccess are key elements that must
m be considdered when tryiing to minimizze defects. Thee main
reason for printing
p
solderr paste onto thee Printed Circu
uit Board (PCB
B) is to supply ssolder alloy forr the solder joinnts. To
achieve this objective, thee solder paste print
p
must be alligned correctlyy, the correct aamount of soldeer paste for eacch joint
must be asssured and the print
p
must be fo
ormed as an ev
ven layer of passte for perfect component plaacement.
Nowadays,, the market deemands increassingly complex
x electronic prooducts in term
ms of specificatiions. The circuuit of a
PCB is beccoming more an
nd more delicate. Thus, qualitty excellence i s so significantt in the manufaacture of PCBss. From
the compan
ny’s point of viiew, the printin
ng process is th
he most cruciall process that ccan affect the P
PCB quality. W
Without
proper conttrol of the prin
nting process, common
c
printin
ng problems suuch as bridgingg, open circuit,, spur and mouuse bite
can occur.

Figuree 3. Seven typees of defects onn the PCB layeer
According to the current process capab
bility study, thee sigma level oof the printingg process was nnot very satisffactory.
Therefore, this study waas conducted in
n the printing process with the objectivess of improvingg the sigma levvel for
products off a PCB compaany.
This study aims at improv
ving the quality
y of PCB using
g six sigma DM
MAIC methodoologies. The casse study was reequired
to improvee the quality off the product fo
or its customer satisfaction. T
The objectives oof the study aree: (1) to researrch and
identify quality problems; (2) to presentt commonly useed six sigma toools and techniqques; (3) to sollve the quality rrelated
problems and
a increase qu
uality of the pro
oduct by using Six Sigma DM
MAIC methodoology.
This researrch applies the Six-Sigma DM
MAIC (Define, Measure, Anaalyze, Improvee and Control) aapproach to reducing
the defectss and improvin
ng the quality of
o PCB. At thee beginning steeps, process caapability analyysis (PCA) is uused to
inspect and
d analyze the prresent printing
g operation. Aft
fterwards, Taguuchi method is used to designn experiment, aanalyze
the significcant factors and
d determine thee optimal settin
ngs. By applyinng the optimal ssettings, the prrinting process can be
improved and
a a higher Siix Sigma level can be attained
d.
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2. Literatu
ure Review
2.1 Introdu
uction to Printiing Process
The printin
ng process is a manufacturiing process th
hat transfers soolder paste onnto the solder pad of a PCB
B. The
application
n method of sollder paste is priinting and the printing
p
techniqque used is offf-contact printinng in which theere is a
snap-off diistance betweeen a stencil an
nd a PCB. Th
he type of prinnting machinee used to mannufacture produucts is
semi-autom
matic. During a printing proceess, two PCBs are placed sidee-by-side on thhe solder of a pprinting machinne. The
solder pastee is then manuaally placed onto
o a stencil befo
ore printing. Thhe front/back bllade of squeegee makes line ccontact
with the steencil and closee contact with the
t given amou
unt of solder paaste. The soldeer paste is thenn rolled in frontt of the
front/back blade. In this way,
w solder passte is pressed ag
gainst the stenccil and transferrred onto the soolder pad throuugh the
stencil open
ning. The operration of a printing machine is shown in Figgure 3.

Figu
ure 4. The operration of the prrinting process
2.1.1 Stenccil
Stencils caan be made of different mateerials. Besides stainless steell, they can be made of coppper, bronze, nicckel or
plastic. Th
here are three different stenccil-manufacturring methods: Etching, elecctroforming annd laser cuttingg. The
apertures in
n both laser-cu
ut and electrofformed stencilss have very shharp edges and are slightly coonic. This makkes the
solder pastee slip easily off
ff the aperture edges
e
and thereeby secures a unniform print. T
The metal stenccils are attachedd to the
printing fraame using tensiioned mesh or directly using a special framee with grippingg systems, whicch can easily ddamage
the stencilss and thereby resulting
r
in poo
or printing quaality. The thickkness of the meetal stencil is tyypically 150 m
microns
but 100, 12
25 and 200 micrrons are also av
vailable. The th
hickness shouldd be chosen bassed on the job iin hand. For veery fine
pitch such as 0.3 mm leead pitch, 100 or 125-micron
n stencils coulld be used andd for lead pitcch down to 0.5 mm,
150-micron
n stencils can be
b used. The sttencil thicknesss together withh the aperture size also deterrmines the amoount of
solder pastte present to fo
orm each soldeer joint during reflow solderinng. As a guideeline, the minim
mum stencil apperture
width mustt be at least 3 times
t
(preferab
ble 5 times) thee diameter of tthe largest soldder particle andd the stencil apperture
width shou
uld also be larg
ger than the sttencil thicknesss. Rounded apperture corners will reduce cllogging of finee pitch
apertures and
a smearing. The
T top surfacee of the metal stencil should be slightly rouughened to achhieve a perfect solder
paste roll during
d
printing..

Fiigure 5. An exaample of metall stencil [24]
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2.1.2 Squeeegee and Soldeer Paste
In this stud
dy, the squeegeee system consiists of the fron
nt and back bladdes, there are ttwo types of prrinting, front pprinting
and back printing. In currrent practice, both front and back
b
printing aare used alternaately during priinting.

Figure 6. A printing macchine

Fig
gure 7. The opeeration of squeeegee system
These include: ppercent
Solder pastte characteristiccs must be careefully controlleed to achieve opptimum producction results. T
of metal, viscosity, slump
p, solder balls, flux activity working
w
life andd shelf life.
2.2 Six Sigm
ma
Over the years,
y
many ressearchers havee studied Six Sigma
S
program
ms and identifieed many criticcal decisions of these
programs. For
F example, see the previouss research of Antony
A
& Banueelas (2002); Cooronado & Anttony (2002); Lyynch et
al. (2003); Mcadam & Ev
vans (2004); Szzeto & Tsang (2005); and Savvolainen & Haaikonen (2007).
y recognized as
a a business strategy
s
that eemploys statisttical and non- statistical toools and
Six Sigma is the widely
gement tools, project
p
manageement skills, teeamwork skills and a powerfuul roadmap (DM
MAIC)
techniques,, change manag
to maximizze an organizattion’s return on
n investment (R
ROI) through thhe elimination of defects in pprocesses.
Hoerl (200
01) and Montg
gomery (2008
8) discuss the six sigma meethod from thhe statistical, pprobabilistic annd the
quantitativee point of view
w. From the sttatistical point of view, the teerm six sigmaa is defined as having less thhan 3.4
defects perr million opporrtunities or a su
uccess rate of 99.9997%
9
wheere sigma is a tterm used to reepresent the vaariation
about the process
p
averagee Antony & Baanuelas (2002). Motorola wass the first organnization to use the term six siggma in
the 1980s as the part of its quality perrformance meaasurement and improvement program. Thee concept behinnd this
method waas developed by
b William Sm
mith to deal witth high failure rate experiencced by the systtem produced. Smith
proposed Six
S Sigma as tool to improve reliability
r
and the
t quality of pproducts. The aapplication of thhe six sigma m
methods
allowed maany organizatio
ons to sustain their
t
competitio
on advantage bby integrating ttheir knowledgge of the processs with
statistic, en
ngineering, and
d the project maanagement. A Six
S Sigma has since been succcessfully appllied in manufaccturing
organizatio
ons such as Gen
neral Electric, Boeing, DuPont, Toshiba, Seeagate, Appliedd Signal, Kodaak, Honeywell,, Texas
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Instruments, Sony, etc. Numerous
N
book
ks and articless also address the basic conccepts and beneefits of the six sigma
method (Harry & Schroed
der, 2000 and Hoerl,
H
2001).
A Six sigm
ma methodology
y improves any
y existing busin
ness process byy constantly reeviewing and ree-turning the prrocess.
To achievee an objective, Six Sigma usses a five steps methodologyy known as D
DMAIC. It is oone of most coommon
methodolog
gies for tackliing existing prroducts or pro
ocesses which did not meet customer specification or ddid not
perform eff
ffectively and for
fo looking for incremental im
mprovement (L
Lee-Mortimer, 22006)
2.3 Introdu
uction to Tagucchi Method
Taguchi method is a tech
hnique for desiigning and perrforming experriments to inveestigate processes where the output
depends on
n many factors (variables, inp
puts) without having tediouslyy and uneconoomically run off the process ussing all
possible co
ombinations off values.
In Taguchii methodology,, the desired design
d
is finalizzed by selectinng the best perrformance undder given consttrained
conditions.. The tool used in the Taguchii method is the orthogonal arrray (OA). OA iis the matrix off numbers arrannged in
columns an
nd rows. The Taguchi
T
method
d employs a geeneric signal-too-noise (S/N) ratio to quantiify existing varriation.
These S/N ratios are used
d as measures of
o the effect of noise
n
factors onn performancee characteristicss. S/N ratios takke into
account bo
oth amount of variability in the
t response data
d
and closenness of the aveerage responsee to target. Theere are
several S/N
N ratios availab
ble depending on
o type of charracteristics, i.e. , smaller is bettter, nominal iss best (NB) andd larger
is better.

Figure 8. The
T Taguchi prrocess
3. Methodology
3.1 Six-Sig
gma DMAIC
DMAIC iss a structured problem-solving procedure widely used iin quality andd process imprrovement. It iss often
associated with Six Sigm
ma activities, an
nd almost all im
mplementationns of Six Sigm
ma use the DMA
AIC problem ssolving
process forr project manaagement and completion. Th
he letters DMA
AIC form an aacronym for thhe five steps, D
Define,
Measure, Analyze,
A
Impro
ove, and Contro
ol. Notice that there
t
are “tollggates” between each of the maajor steps in DM
MAIC.
Tollgates are
a where the project
p
is review
wed to ensure that it is on traack and they pprovide a contiinuing opportuunity to
evaluate wh
hether the team
m can successfu
fully complete the
t project on schedule. Tollggates also pressent an opportuunity to
provide guidance regardin
ng the use of specific
s
techniccal tools and otther informatioon about the prroblem. Organization
problems and
a other barrieers to success–
–and strategiess for dealing w
with them–also often are idenntified during tollgate
reviews. To
ollgates are critical to the all problem-solvin
ng process. It iis important thhat these review
ws be conducteed very
soon after the
t team completes each step
p (Montgomery
y, 2008).
3.1.1 Defin
ne
When impllementing the Six-Sigma DM
MAIC approach
h, the most impportant thing iis to define thee scope of a prooblem.
During the selection of a project,
p
custom
mers’ requiremeents and goals hhave to be cleaarly determinedd at first. At thiis stage
it should be
b decided wheether the process or the product needs to be improved. Afterwards, tthe critical to qquality
characteristics (CTQ) need to be selectted as to whatt critical qualitty characteristiics need to be met in order for the
product to satisfy custom
mers’ needs. Affter customers’ requirements have been dettermined, the nnext step wouldd be to
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evaluate their priority. Problems of higher urgency and importance shall be improved first. Lastly, the performance
standard has to be defined to prioritize the improvements and evaluate various influences of the errors. The goal of the
performance system is to convert customers’ needs into process requirements, and the outputs of the process have to
fall within specification limits accepted by customers.
3.1.2 Measure
The most important thing in the measurement stage is to verify the measurement system, because only when the system
is accurate and reliable the root causes of a problem can then be clearly identified. Implementing a measurement
system analysis includes two major items: correctness of the data and accuracy of the measurement system. A
measurement system has to be assessed for its resolution, preciseness, bias, repeatability, and reproducibility. The
assessment is carried out in the following steps:
3.1.2.1 Collection of Data
Randomly select the parts and the operators. Measurement of the selected parts is conducted repeatedly by the
operators in a random order.
3.1.2.2 Analysis of Variance
Analyze if the part being measured, where measurement operators and the interaction have any significant influence on
measurement results. If the P value of the interaction is greater than 0.05, the interaction is not significant and can be
ignored.
3.1.2.3 Gauge Repeatability and Reproducibility (R&R) Analysis
Measure the variance of the systems, the gauge R&R including data analysis.
Data analysis: The measurement system evaluation standard is shown in Table 3. If %Study Var is smaller than 10%, it
is considered as a good measurement system. It would be an acceptable measurement system if the value ranges
between 10% and 30%. It is not considered as a good measurement system if the value is greater than 30%.
Table 3. Measurement system evaluation standard
Acceptable
Attention
Reject

%Study Var≦10%
10%＜%Study Var≦30%
30%＜%Study Var

3.1.3 Analyze
At this stage, it is necessary to determine the sources of variation, find the reasons why there are errors, and then
categorize the reasons that exist in different types. This means to find out what inputs influence the outputs and to
identify the critical input factors that influence the results. To achieve this, the Cause and Effect Diagram is used in the
current study.
3.1.4 Improve
In this phase, DOE was used as a core statistical tool for the sigma level improvement. The DOE steps are defined as
finding out the response or output, identifying factors for the study, determining factor levels and range of factor setting.
Taguchi method was used to select appropriate experimental design, run the experiment, collect and analyze the data,
find out the results and draw conclusion.
3.1.5 Control
This stage is to implement a process control system, establish standard documentation, and continue to record and
observe the process, so the key factors can be identified that over time the determined optimal setting does not get lost.
3.2 Design Process of Taguchi Method
The Taguchi method involves reducing the variation in a process through robust design of experiments. The overall
objective of the method is to produce high quality product at low cost for the manufacturer. Taguchi developed a
method for designing experiments to investigate how different parameters affect the mean and variance of a process
performance characteristic that defines how well the process is functioning. The experimental design proposed by
Taguchi involves using orthogonal arrays to organize the parameters affecting the process and the levels at which they
should be changed. Instead of having to test all possible combinations like the factorial design, the Taguchi method
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tests pairs of combinations. This allows most the collection of the necessary data to determine which factors affect
product quality with a minimum amount of experimentation, thus saving time and resources. Taguchi method is best
used when there are an intermediate number of variables, few interactions between variables, and when only a few
variables contribute significantly. The following are some basic steps of Taguchi method.
Step 1: Identify quality characteristics
The beginning of experiment, this method needs to define the process objectives or target values for a performance
measure of the process; for example, forming load, temperature or quality, and so on. The goal of a process may also be
a minimum or maximum; for example, the goal may be to minimize forming load. The deviation in the performance
characteristic from the target value is used to define the loss function for the process.
Step 2: Determine the design parameters affecting the process
Parameters are variables within the process that affect the performance measure such as temperatures, pressures, and so
on, that can be easily controlled. The number of levels that the parameters should be varied must be specified. For
example, a temperature might be varied in between low and high values.
Step 3: Determine orthogonal arrays
Orthogonal array is chosen based on the number of parameters and the levels of variation for each parameter. For
example, for four control factors and each factor has two levels, so there are sixteen combinations in Taguchi
experiment and the full orthogonal array L16(24) is used for this case.
Step 4: Conducting the experiments and record results
After the factors are set up completely then the experiments will be conducted. After the experiments run finished, we
can measure the parameters and experiment data.
Step 5: Data analysis
Complete data analysis to determine the effect of the different parameters on the performance measure.
Signal-to-noise: To determine the effect each variable has on the output, the signal-to-noise ratio, or the S/N number,
needs to be calculated for each experiment conducted. Depending on output quality characteristic, S/N ratio has three
common kinds of S/N as below:
* Smaller the better:

S
1
  10 log 
N
n

n

y
i 1

2
i





(1)

Where, S/N: Signal to noise ratio, n: Number of experiments
yi: Experimental values
* Larger the better:

1
S
  10 log 
n
N


n


i 1

2
 1  


 y i  

(2)

Where, S/N: Signal to noise ratio, n: Number of experiments
yi: Experimental values
* Nominal the best

S
1
  10 log 
N
n

n

 y
i 1

i

2 
 m 


(3)

Where, S/N: Signal to noise ratio, n: Number of experiments
yi: Experimental values, m: Target value of result
From signal to noise analyzing, the results can be estimated to find out the best product quality or process through
making tabular below:
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Table 4. An Example for Taguchi Orthogonal Array L8
Experiment
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Factor 1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2

Factor 2
1
1
2
2
1
1
2
2

Factor 3
1
1
2
2
2
2
1
1

Factor 4
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2

S/N
SN1
SN2
SN3
SN4
SN5
SN6
SN7
SN8

In order to understand more clearly about this method, this research applied Taguchi experiment and the experiment
would be conducted in the later chapter.
Step 6: Confirmation experiment
Running the experiments at the optimum condition is the final necessary step. So the process will be able to find out the
best process or product quality.
A Taguchi experiment processes are summarized as flow chart below:
Identify the factors

Identify the conditions

Identify control and noise factors

Identify orthogonal array

Define the data analysis procedure

Run experiments

Analyze the data

Predict the product or process quality

Validation experiment
Figure 9. Taguchi experiment flow chart
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Orthogonal arrays have a balancing property in which every factor setting occurs for the same number of times for
every setting of all other factors in the experiment. Orthogonal arrays allow researchers or designers to study many
design parameters simultaneously and can be used to estimate the effects of each factor independent of other factors.
Therefore, the information about the design parameters can be obtained with minimum time and resources. The
signal-to-noise ratio is simply a quality indicator by which the experimenters and designers can evaluate the effect of
changing a particular design parameter on the performance of the process or product.
In analyzing the simulation results, the nominal is the best characteristic of the Taguchi method is used to calculate the
signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio that can identify the significant process parameters and optimize the PCB process.
4. DMAIC Approach to Improve Quality of PCB
This research is to apply the Six-Sigma with DMAIC (Define, Measure, Analyze, Improve, and Control) approach to
reduce the defects of printed circuit boards (PCB), where the focus is on the printing process. The process, description,
and techniques used are described in Table 5.
Table 5. Description and technique in each step of DMAIC in the study case
Process
Define (D)
Measure (M)
Analyze (A)
Improve (I)
Control (C)

Description
1. Define a problem
2.Identify the CTQ characteristics
3.Establish project improvement goals
4. Begin the process
1. Verify the measurement system
2. Determine process capability
1. Data collection plan
2. Identify the sources of variation
1. Find some critical factors
2. Carry out the design of experiment for the
critical factors
1. Implement the process control system
2. Establish standard documentation

Technique
Pareto chart
Gage R&R
Histogram
Brainstorming
Cause and Effect (C&E)
Taguchi method
Control plan
Standard Operating Procedure

4.1 Define Phase
The lots of product rejected by the customer in two months were checked. The results of inspection on the types of
defects on the PCB after screening process that contributed to the customer rejection or complaints are shown in Table
6.
Table 6. Defects of PCB on two months
Description Defects
Bridging
Open circuit
Spur
Mouse bite
Pinhole
Missing conductor
Missing hole
Total
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Figure 10. Pareto charts for screening process defects in October
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Figure 11. Pareto charts for screening process defects in November
Pareto charts revealed that Bridging and Open circuit have the largest quantity of defects. Because too less solder paste
can cause open circuits and too more solder paste can cause bridging between solder pads in the subsequent processes.
Thus, the solder paste height on the solder pads is identified as a critical to quality (CTQ) characteristic that needs to be
controlled in a very precise way by the case of study.
4.2 Measure Phase
4.2.1 Introducing the Measurement System
Regarding the improvement of the printing process, the Solder Paste Height Measurement System SPM-300-3D is
used and this equipment is verified for its measurement system.
a. The description of this equipment
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Figure 12. Solder paste heig
ght measuremennt system SPM
M-300-3D
The system
m is completed
d with mega pixel
p
digital caamera, zoom optic 50x-3000x, laser light, rotational vieew and
measuremeent software for your Window
ws/Pentium com
mputer.
b. The prin
nciple of this eq
quipment

Figure 13. The princip
ple of solder paaste height meaasurement systtem SPM-300--3D
The SPM-3
300 projects a thin
t slice of lasser light throug
gh a focusing leens onto the sollder paste. This extremely thiin slice
of laser ligh
ht intersects th
he top portion of
o solder paste first before reaaching the boarrd, which prodduces an offset of two
lines due to
o height differeence. Since thiis laser light iss aligned at 45 degree, the prrofile of lines iis in one to onne (1:1)
correspond
dent with the Z-Axis
Z
(Heigh
ht Profile) of solder
s
paste bbeing measuredd. Then just m
measure the diistance
between these two lines to
o obtain Z-Heiight data. One can
c also measuure any X-Y distances and areea on the soldeer paste
to calculatee for volume.
c. Verifying
g the measurem
ment system
For the stu
udy, ten rando
om PCBs weree selected from
m the manufaacturing processs. Two operaators were choosen to
participate in the study. Each part was measured th
hree times by eeach operator. Analyze the measurement ability
(repeatabiliity and reprodu
ucibility). Miniitab is applied for
f Gauge R&R
R analysis. Thee results are shown in Figure 14 and
Figure 15.
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Figure 14. SPM-300--3D Gauge R&
&R analysis tabble

Figure 15
5. SPM-300-3D
D Gauge R&R
R analysis diagrrams
Based on th
he data analysiis in Figures 14
4 and 15, it can
n be concludedd that:
+ Contribu
ution% (Total Gage
G
R&R) = 0.46%
0
< 9%
+ Contribu
ution% (Part to Part) = 99.54%
%
+ P / SV% (%Study Var) = 6.79% < 30%
%
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Figure 16
6. Overall variaation
s
the analy
ysis of variancce for SPM-300
0-3D equipmennt. Based on thhe P-values (%
%Contribution ccolumn
Figure 14 shows
in the Gagee R&R Analyssis Table), we conclude
c
that the
t effect of paarts is large (999.54%), operators and part-opperator
interaction may have a sm
mall effect. According to Figu
ure 14 displayss Total gage R
R&R = 0.46% aand Figure 15 w
we can
conclude th
hat the measureement system is
i acceptable.
4.2.2 Deterrmine the Process Capability
As per customer’s speciffication, the PC
CB with heightt between 0.5±
±0.05 millimetters was not coonsidered as a reject.
Next, it waas important to
o find out whetther the height of PCBs comiing out of current printing prrocess was withhin the
customer’s specification or
o not. In orderr to find out wh
hether the printting process w
was capable or nnot, the samplees from
the processs were collected
d and the heigh
ht of the PCB was
w measured. The result of tthe current studdy is shown in Figure
17.

Figurre 17. Process capability of pprinting processs
The result showed that th
he current proccess was operaating at both ab
above the uppeer specificationn limit and beloow the
lower speciification limit. Although, Cp = Cpk = 0.76, it
i means the proocess is centereed. But the totaal PPM = 358222 (≈3.5
sigma levell) revealed thatt the current prrinting process was not capabble of producingg the PCB well within the customer
specificatio
on.
4.3 Analyzee Phase
According to the results of
o measure phaase, the curren
nt process capaability in this ccase was not saatisfactory. Althhough,
another cap
pability index displayed
d
Cpk = Cp, this sho
owed that the pprinting processs was not out off-centre. Butt, there
was a high variance in thee solder paste height
h
that neeeds to be solvedd.
For investigation the man
nufacturing pro
ocess problem required the uunderstanding oof different proocess parameteers that
influenced quality of the PCB.
P
To betterr understand thee printing proc ess, various proocess parameteers and their efffect on
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the quality of the PCBs, the
t study case also carried ou
ut the cause-annd-effect diagraam for PCB. T
The current casse went
through a brainstorming
g session to id
dentify the mo
ost concerned sources of thhe PCB defectt. The outcom
me was
summarizeed in a cause-aand-effect diagram in Figure 18. The root causes for PC
CB defects werre classified innto five
major categ
gories, which are
a human, env
vironment, sold
der paste, printting process annd tooling.

Figu
ure 18. Cause-and-effect diaggram for PCB
man category, the problem co
ould be due to operator’s lacck of experiencce and trainingg. Defect mightt occur
For the hum
when emplloyee carried out
o the processs without follow
wing the workk instructions oor methods. Thhe number of ddefects
could increease due to imp
proper handling
g when operato
ors got access tto printer settinng.
From the so
older paste, sev
veral paste charracteristics must be carefully controlled to aachieve optimuum production rresults.
These inclu
ude: percent off metal, viscosity, slump, solder balls, flux activity workiing life and sheelf life. As theere was
operator-to
o-operator variaation in determ
mining the sold
der paste volum
me. The refill vvolume of the solder paste foor each
printing miight be different for differen
nt operators. Th
herefore, the soolder paste volume might bee the reason foor PCB
defects.
d from the airr that ends up on
o the PCBs annd stencils cann cause defects such as bridginng and
Environmeent: Dust and dirt
poor wet-ab
bility in the refflow soldering process. A sm
mall piece of fibber or hair betw
ween two fine ppitch solder paads can
easily causse bridging. It is therefore very important that the PCBss are stored inn sealed packagges and if necessary,
cleaned beffore use. Air drraught in the prroduction area can speed up eevaporation off the solvents inn the solder passte and
thereby maakes the solder paste dry out. High temperaature can also m
make the soldeer paste dry outt quickly. If thee room
temperature in the producction area variees a lot, it will be
b very difficuult to control thhe printing proccess. The viscoosity of
the solder paste
p
changes with
w the temperrature and the solder
s
paste priint will sometim
mes be perfected and at otherr times,
paste will slump
s
and resu
ult in bridging. The temperatu
ure window is bbetween 21 – 225°C.
Printing prrocess: Printing
g Parameters are
a the most im
mportant factorrs in the soldeer paste printinng process to aachieve
better yield
d.
The squeeg
gee pressure: Itt should be as lo
ow as possible to scrape the sttencil clean of solder paste paarticles when pprinting.
The amoun
nt of pressuree is determineed by the prin
nting speed an
and stencil typpe. The printiing speed is uusually
recommend
ded by paste manufacturer
m
ty
ypically betweeen 20 and 80 m
mm per second.
Snap-off: is the distance between
b
the steencil undersidee and the PCB placed in prinnt position but w
without the squueegee
he stencil. For metal
m
stencil prrinting, the snap
p off is zero annd also called contact printingg. A high snap ooff will
touching th
result in a thicker
t
layer off solder paste.
The speed of separation between stenccil and PCB after
a
printing iis important. A too rapid sepparation speedd when
printing fin
ne pitch will reesult in cloggin
ng of the stenccil apertures. Itt will also resuult in tailing annd formation hhigh of
edges aroun
nd the solder paste
p
deposits.
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Cleaning: can
c be done eiither manually or automaticaally. The wiperr does not cleann the stencils uunderside but simply
move the solder paste parrticles from aro
ound the apertu
ures to the com
mplete stencils underside. Steencil cleaning pprior to
ortant to preven
nt dust and dirt from entering the solder joinnts. If all printinng parameters are in control, stencil
use is impo
underside cleaning
c
is not necessary.
Tooling & equipment: th
he defects of PCB
P
are greattly influenced by stencil thickness, stencill material, dessign of
a raw boards.
squeegee and
4.4 Improvve Phase
In the anallysis of the cu
urrent printing performance, the result show
wed that the pprinting processs capability w
was not
satisfactory
y. Redesign and
d printing proccess reconstruction were not cconsidered to bbe cost effectivve in the initial phase.
Hence, it was
w decided to work on proceess parameters to deal with thhe PCBs defectt. Taguchi methhod was chosenn as an
improvemeent tool to reduce PCB problem by finding optimum
o
settinggs of all the Criitical to Qualityy (CTQ) input factors
in the printting process. Th
he Taguchi steps are defined as identifying the response oor output, identtifying factors for the
study, determination of factor
f
levels an
nd range of facctor setting, chhoice of approppriate experim
mental design, rrun the
a
the dataa, draw conclu
usion and act onn the results. S
Steps taken to ccomplete the T
Taguchi
experimentt, collect and analyze
are discussed below.
4.4.1 Defin
ne the Goal of the
t Experimen
nt
The goal of
o the experimeent was to deteermine the mo
ost significant factors affectinng the quality of product annd their
interactionss. Then, subseq
quently reducin
ng or eliminatiing the PCB deefect.
4.4.2 Speciify the Input Paarameters and Output Respon
nse to Be Meassured
Based on liiterature review
ws and process engineering, th
he study was ddecided to selecct some factorss that might inffluence
the printing
g process. The eight factors chosen
c
and theiir actual low annd high levels are as follow:
Table 7. Faactors and correesponding leveel of input paraameters
Low Levvel

Factorrs
A – Printin
ng speed
B – Side off stencil
C – Pressurre of squeegee
D – Snap-o
off
E – Solder paste volume
F – Blade type
t
G – Cleaning interval
H – Separaation speed

H
High Level

30 mm
m/sec
Left
4 kg
-0.1 mm
m
Smalll
Frontt
5s
m/s
1 mm

60 mm/sec
Right
7 kg
0.1 mm
Large
Back
10 s
5 mm/s

Figurre 19. Input and
d response of pprinting processs
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The height of solder paste was determined to be the output response. The range of PCB with height between 0.45 and
0.55 mm does not considered as rejected PCB.
4.4.3 Using Taguchi Method Finds Some Critical Factors
One of the complete factorial experiments is nk factorial designs; k is the number of factors investigated at n levels. In
order to calculate the number of runs, e.g. if n =2, k = 5 then the number of runs is 25 = 32 runs. The number of run
increases as the k value increases. To solve this complexity, the Taguchi method uses a special design of orthogonal
array to study the entire process parameter space with a small number of experiments only. In this step, the study case
will use Taguchi method to reduce some factors that are not properly significant. Using Minitab created the Orthogonal
Array L16:
Table 8. Using Minitab to create the Orthogonal Array L16
A
Printing
speed
(mm/s)
30

B
Side of
stencil

C Pressure
of squeegee
(kg)

D Snap
off
(mm)

left

4

-0.1

Small

Front

5

1

0.434

30

left

4

0.1

Small

Back

10

5

0.463

30

left

7

-0.1

Large

front

10

5

0.513

30

left

7

0.1

Large

back

5

1

0.552

30

right

4

-0.1

Large

back

10

1

0.484

30

right

4

0.1

Large

front

5

5

0.425

30

right

7

-0.1

Small

back

5

5

0.506

30

right

7

0.1

Small

front

10

1

0.558

60

left

4

-0.1

Large

back

5

5

0.463

60

left

4

0.1

Large

front

10

1

0.568

60

left

7

-0.1

Small

back

10

1

0.565

60

left

7

0.1

Small

front

5

5

0.539

60

right

4

-0.1

Small

front

10

5

0.476

60

right

4

0.1

Small

back

5

1

0.481

60

right

7

-0.1

Large

front

5

1

0.526

60

right

7

0.1

Large

back

10

5

0.584
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Figu
ure 20. Main efffect plots for hheight average
ying out the Ortthogonal Array
y L16 from the data in Table 88, the main effe
fect plots for heeight average oof eight
After carry
factors are obtained. From
m the main effeect plots shown
n in Figure 20, there are five factors that weere significant factors
for the height average: printing
p
speed–
–A, pressure of squeegee–C,, snap-off–D, ccleaning intervval–G and sepaaration
speed–H. And
A the side off stencil–B, solder paste volum
me–E and bladde type–F, weree not significannt factors.
4.4.4 Furth
her Experimentt for Five Signiificant Factors
In further experiment, th
his study research five deteermined signifficant factors w
with more carreful level. Thhe five
significant factors were fo
ound and their actual three leevels are as folllows:
Table 9. Leevels of five sig
gnificant factorrs
Factors
(A) Printin
ng speed (mm/ss)
(C) Pressurre of squeegee (kg)
(D) Snap off
o (mm)
(G) Cleanin
ng interval (s)
(H) Separaation speed (mm
m/s)

Levvel 1
300

Level 2
50

Level 3
70

4
-0 .1
4
1

6
0
7
3

8
0.1
10
5

In this stud
dy, two potentiaal nuisance facttors; temperatu
ure and humiditty that was feltt that large variiation in these factors
could poten
ntially adversely affect the ex
xperimental ressults. Thereforee, the study deecided to hold tthese factors coonstant
during the experiment. Th
he experimentaal conditions arre as follows:
Room temp
perature: 25oC
C
Room hum
midity: 58%
Number off operators: 1
Specificatio
on: 0.45-0.55 millimeter.
m
The orthog
gonal array (OA
A) L27 was useed for this stud
dy. Since five ffactors, three leevels of each ffactor were studdied in
this researcch. Figure 21 sh
hows the layou
ut of L27 OA and
a the recordeed output respoonse values of hheight.
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Figurre 21. Taguchi L27 orthogonnal array designn
4.4.5 Colleect and Analyzee the Experimeental Data
Taguchi deefined three caategories of qu
uality characteeristics in the analysis of Siignal to noise (S/N) ratio, ii.e. the
smaller-thee-better, larger--the-better and
d the nominal-tthe-better. Thee S/N ratio for each level of process param
meter is
computed based
b
on the S//N analysis.
*) Signal to
o Noise ratio an
nalysis:
The height of PCBs that obtained
o
in exp
periment was used
u
to calculatte the signal-too-noise (S/N) raatio. In determiination
of S/N ratio
o, the nominal--the-better quallity characteristic has been seelected for this study. Regardless of the categgory of
the quality characteristic,, a larger S/N noise
n
ratio corrresponds to bettter quality chaaracteristics. Therefore, the ooptimal
level of pro
ocess parameteer is the level of
o highest S/N ratio.
r
For nominaal the better,

S
1 n
 10 log(
l
(y i  m) 2

N
n i 1
Where, n: Number
N
of exp
periment, yi = Experimental
E
values,
v
m: Targget value
Taguchi deesign module in
n MINITAB so
oftware version
n 15 was used tto analysis dataa. The results oobtained were shown
in Figures 22,
2 23, 24 and Table 10.
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Table 10. Signal
S
to noise for each experriment
Exp
periment No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

S/N Value
40.4922
46.6186
36.6852
39.6878
29.6407
36.3966
37.1617
37.3136
32.6606
34.3911
37.1522
35.5150
37.8788

14

31.9922

E
Experiment N
No.
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

S/N Valuee
35.5034
36.5939
31.1920
31.4934
34.9892
42.1752
36.1357
35.4832
39.7422
34.4078
28.3705
36.4942
36.7088

Figure 22. Respon
nse for signal tto noise ratios

n effects plot foor SN ratios
Figure 23. Main
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Figure 24. Reesponse table fo
for means
S ratio respo
onse in Figure 22, the best seet of combinatiion parameter can be determ
mined by selectiing the
From the S/N
level with the
t highest S/N
N ratio value off each factor. Th
hus, the result tthat obtained iss factor A alignned with level 1 (A1),
follow up C1,
C D1, G1 and
d H2 (30; 4; -0
0.1; 4; 3). This result can alsoo be observed ffrom Main effeects plot for SN
N ratios
diagram in Figure 23. Bessides that, the delta
d
between factors
f
in Figuure 24 also show
ws which factoor is more signiificant.
The most significant
s
facttor that affects to height of th
he solder pastee is printing sppeed followed up cleaning innterval;
pressure off squeegee; sep
paration speed and
a snap off.
4.4.5.1 Deffine the Optimu
um Conditionss and Solutionss
From the data
d that has beeen analyzed, th
he optimal settting for solder paste printing process was oobtained. The ooptimal
setting wass as follows:
A– Printing
g speed (30 mm
m/s).
C– Squeeg
gee pressure (4 kg).
D– Snap-off (-0.1 mm).
G– Separattion speed (4 mm/s).
m
H– Cleanin
ng interval (3 s).
s
By using th
hese optimal settings,
s
the vaariation of the solder paste hheight can be rreduced. Afterr reducing the height
variation, the sigma levell of the printing
g process can be
b improved.
4.4.6 Verifiication of the Determined
D
Setttings
Before app
plying the deterrmined settingss to the whole manufacturing
m
g operation andd producing a hhigh volume off PCBs,
these settin
ngs are necesssary to run som
me verification
n runs that weere demanded to inspect thee reproducibiliity and
predictabiliity of the resullts. For this exp
periment, thirty
y sequential PC
CBs were appllied with the ddetermined settings in
the printing
g process. Afteer that the heigh
ht of the PCBss were measureed. The height measured of thhe thirty samplles was
shown in Table
T
11, and th
he experimentaal settings weree shown in Tabble 12.
Table 11. Height
H
of thirty
y PCBs measurred from verificcation runs
Sam
mple

Heiight (mm)

Saample

H
Height (mm)

1

0.485

166

0.507

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

0.502
0.478
0.512
0.509
0.524
0.461
0.503
0.491

177
188
199
200
211
222
233
244

0.497
0.459
0.480
0.510
0.508
0.511
0.540
0.472
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0.482
0.534
0.471
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255
266
277
288
299
300

0.511
0.508
0.484
0.469
0.502
0.522

Table 12. Process
P
parameeter setting for the verification
n runs
Factorss

Setting
g

A
Printiing speed
(m
mm/s)
30

C
Squeegee pressure
(kg)
4

D
Snap-ooff (mm)
--0.1

G
Seeparation speed
(mm/s)
4

H
Cleaniing
intervall (s)
3

Control chaart plotted from
m the height daata in Table 11 to verify the d etermined settiings. Figure 255 shown the heeight of
the PCBs was
w in control.

Figure 25.
2 Control chaart for height inn verification rruns
4.5 Control Phase
he improvemen
nt of the sigmaa level in the sccreening processs, some controol strategies weere recommendded for
To obtain th
the study. For
F example, th
he CTQ input factors
f
should be
b monitored bby control chartts over time, soo that the soldeer paste
height variiation and the sigma level can be controlled continuoussly. The descripption of the reecommended ccontrol
strategies are
a provided ass below:
Printing speed: The relatiively low printting speed (30m
mm/s) is recom
mmended as farr as this low sppeed can optim
mize the
printing perrformance of th
he printing process. The fast printing
p
speed ccan make the ssolder paste heiight that will bee lower
than necesssary height.
Squeegee pressure:
p
A low
w squeegee preessure (4 kg) sh
hould be set forr the preventioon the solder paaste was excesssive in
lines or joiints on the circcuit board. And
d the low squeegee pressure can be increassed progressiveely as the duraation of
using the sttencil (age of stencil).
s
And accord
ding to the experimental resullts: Snap-off (--0.1 mm); Sepaaration speed (44 mm/s); Cleanning interval (33s) can
reduce heig
ght variation within
w
the board
d and hence can
n approach bettter printing perrformance in thhe screening prrocess.
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Figu
ure 26. Processs capability of printing
p
processs after using ooptimal setting
Table 13. Comparison
C
of printing perforrmance before and after usingg optimal settinngs
Compariso
on
Before

Mean
0.5

Cp
0.76

C
Cpk
0..76

Sigma level
3.5

ppm
m
35822

After

0.503

1.25

1..16

5.0

365.888

hese optimal seettings, the variation of the sollder paste heighht can be reducced, and therefo
fore the sigma level of
By using th
the printing
g process in the study case caan be improved
d. The comparrison of the priinting performaance before annd after
using the optimal
o
setting
gs is shown in Table 13. Aftter using the ooptimal settingss, the sigma leevel of the scrreening
process can
n be improved from 3.5 to 5. This shows thaat a nearly six- sigma level peerformance cann be approachedd. As a
result, the cost
c of quality for the compan
ny is significan
ntly reduced.
There havee already been obvious impro
ovements from the improvem
ment stage, and the set targetss have been achhieved.
Therefore, it is necessary to maintain thee improvementts in the controolling stage, so that the improvvement results can be
sustained. The
T operationss in this stage are
a as follows:
4.5.1 Impleementing the Process
P
Controll Plan
A controlling and monito
oring system iss established by
y focusing on the five factorrs key of proceesses: printing speed,
pressure off squeegee, snaap off, separatio
on speed and cleaning
c
intervaal and appropriiately monitoriing their operaations.
Master cyccle sheet will bee maintained so that parameter settings willl be in place.
Control chaart will be plottted of the heig
ght data to mon
nitor the printinng process.
4.5.2 Estab
blishing Standaard Documentaation
Standard op
perating proced
dures (SOP) arre created in thee same mannerr as the establisshment of the ccontrol plan. Standard
documentaations and form
ms will be estab
blished to act ass a reference foor the future prrocess improveement.
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5. Conclusions and Future Works
5.1 Limitations and Conclusions
The objectives of this research are to resolve quality related problems in printing process of manufacturing PCBs and
using Six Sigma DMAIC to improve quality of the products. The goals of this study are: to research and understand
printing process in printed circuit board manufacturing (PCB), to evaluate and research quality problems in a PCBs
company, to research and apply statistical software that is MiniTab version 15, and to solve the quality problem of
printing process, increase quality of PCBs with the optimal factors and levels are: A1 (30mm/s); C1 (4kg); D1
(-0.1mm); G1 (4mm/s); H2 (3s).
The results show that Six Sigma DMAIC methodology can be used to improve the quality of a PCB product, the
printed circuit board company was applied. The printing process and defects in circuit boards were studied. In the
improve phase of the DMAIC approach, Taguchi method was used to design experiment and analyze the Signal to
Noise ratio. By using the optimal settings, the sigma level of the printing process can be improved, and hence a nearly
Six Sigma level performance can be achieved. Unquestionable, Taguchi is the core statistical tools for Six Sigma
improvement. It is recommended that successful implementation of the DMAIC approach in the printing process
should be translated to similar manufacturing processes in the PCB industry.
5.2 Future Works
Obviously, by using these optimal settings, the variation of the solder paste height can be reduced, and therefore the
sigma level of the printing process in the study case can be improved from 3.5 to 5. The 5 Six Sigma level is acceptable
for this study case because the defect level in parts per million (PPM) is reduced from 35822 to 365 defects. It means
the current printing process is also improved about 90%. In this study, the Orthogonal Array L27 is used to study the
influence of five significant factors on the solder paste height and to draw conclusions. In the future, a full factorial
experiment will be carried out. Because by using the full factorial experiment, we can also evaluate even the
interactions between the factors. When knowing the interactions, the sigma level of the printing process will be able to
be more improved. It is also suggested that the company extend the designed experiments to different machine, so that
the optimal settings can be applied to all machines.
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